QUALITY POLICY
Wolox is a company created in 2012 with the purpose of promoting industries through technological innovation
driven by high-impact professional teams.

Our commitment to quality, strong customer orientation and a people-centered work culture are our driving
forces towards becoming a leading brand in the industry. By implementing continuous improvement plans, we
are getting increasingly closer to our goal.

We want to make Wolox a creative ideas generator and a technological benchmark. We seek to be a renowned
innovation center and to be directly associated with: state-of- the-art technology, high quality products,
development of technological solutions, and creation of start-ups.

By focusing on processes, we ensure increased client satisfaction through the effective implementation of the
quality management system, including processes for continuous system improvement and ensuring
compliance with client requirements and applicable laws and regulations.

We protect the occupational health, personal safety and quality of life of our employees and of all those who
participate in our Projects, performing injury prevention, analysis and control of operational risks.

We stimulate and facilitate the human, technical and professional development of our collaborators.

We are committed to entrepreneurship, to starting up companies over and over again, because it is what
motivates us, what leads us to a total focus and dedication to our work, and it is the flame that ignites the
enthusiasm and commitment we put into our day-to- day work.

We believe that the best result comes from being comfortable in our working environment and doing what we
like. We seek to work in a relaxed environment, but at the same time with a methodical and responsible
approach. For this, we carefully choose our team and strengthen it every day.

Additionally, the trust earned with our clients and our team is based on transparency and always keeping our
word. By working ethically and professionally, we strengthen the relationship with our internal and external
clients.

We have created a group of engineers, designers and professionals of excellence, always working in harmony
with Wolox´s distinctive culture to achieve all the company´s objectives.
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